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Artist details

Artist name: Hisai
Pronounced: Hiz aɪ

Real name: Adam Daniel Best
Location: London
Born: Medway, Kent

Genres: Breakbeats, Downtempo, Melodic/Progressive/Tech-House

Musical inspirations: Aphex Twin, Bicep, Bloc Party, Bonobo, Dusky, Franky Wah, Jose Padilla,
Lone, Paul Kalkbrenner, Richie Blacker, Sasha, Soul II Soul, Special Request aka Paul
Woolford, The Chemical Brothers

Biography (long)

London-based electronic music DJ and producer Hisai (Adam Best) decided to dive into the
world of music production after forging a successful career in digital product design. From
fashion to music tech - the process of forming relationships between art, technology and user
has always been a creative endeavour since a young age.

The decision to start taking DJing and music production more seriously came in the first wave of
the recent global pandemic - with isolation became a desire to learn new skills and longing to
again be reunited with loved ones that shared a common passion; music. This would later form
the now established collective of DJs - the ‘Selectaz’.

The dedication was also compounded by witnessing the UK music industry fall to its knees, with
the neglect and lack of financial support from the UK Government. As a fan and aspiring
musician, Hisai started a personal blog ‘Beats and Pixels’. The blog published a monthly mix
series and posts of featured tracks and artwork in order to do his small part in promoting the
works of UK (and afar) artists, in a time when people needed support and inspiration most. Hisai
started to include original productions in the mix series which in turn gained some interest from
established DJs, producers and the electronic music community. ‘Beloved’ was picked up by
Richie Blacker and would later be released in 2022 on legendary UK label Stress Records as
part of the Stress: Club Culture Vol. 2 - Mixed by Richie Blacker compilation.

Hisai is late to the party, but hopes to be one of the last to leave.



Biography (short <1000 characters)

London-based electronic music DJ/producer Hisai (Adam Best) decided to dive into the world of
music production after forging a successful career in digital product design. From fashion to
music tech - the process of forming relationships between art, technology and user has always
been a creative endeavour since a young age.

A decision to take music production more seriously came in the first wave of the 2020 global
pandemic - with isolation became a desire to learn new skills and longing to again reconnect
with people through music.

During this period, Hisai also started the blog Beats and Pixels which featured a monthly mix
series and promotion of the tracks included. Hisai started to include original productions in the
mixes which gained some interest from the electronic music community - and would later be
released in 2022; ‘Beloved’ was picked up by Richie Blacker and would later be released in
2022 on legendary UK label Stress Records as part of the Stress: Club Culture Vol. 2 - Mixed by
Richie Blacker compilation.

Socials

Instagram
https://www.instagram.com/_hisai/

Soundcloud
https://soundcloud.com/hisai

Contact

Email
underhis.ai@gmail.com

Phone
+44 07825285810
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